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ABSTRACT OF REPORT OF FACT -FINDING COMMITTEE ON
CONTROL OF AIRPLANE HANGAR FIRES BY AUTOMATIC
APPLICATION OF WATER

In response to a demand for suitable | pices of the Aeronautical Chamber of
requirements for the safeguarding of Commerce .
airports against fire , the committee While substantial agreement on the
on fire prevention and engineering major portion of the requirements of
standards of the National Board of the proposed code resulted from these
Fire Underwriters prepared a prelimi- conferences , the representatives of the
nary draft of a proposed code for the aeronautic industry as a whole vigor
construction and protection of airports , ously objected to a provision requiring
which later took the form of recom the installation of automatic sprinklers
mended good practice requirements . employing water when the area of the
The cooperation of the Aeronautics hangar exceeded a prescribed figure .
Branch of the Department of Com Most of these representatives of this
merce was secured in sponsoring two industry took the stand that water
separate conferences on the proposed could not be used effectively as an
requirements between representatives extinguisher in airplane hangar fires
of the National Board of Fire Under under conditions of a gasoline leak and
writers and the aeronautic industry . resultant spread of gasoline on the
These conferences were held in Wash - | floor to and beneath adjacent air
ington , D . C . A conference was also planes. It was also their contention
held in Chicago , Il
l
. , under the aus - ! that the high combustibility o
f
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FIRST REPORT OF LIAISON as a base salary and in addition re
COMMITTEE ON AERONAUTIC ceived a rate for mileage flown, but

RADIO RESEARCH NOW AVAIL the passenger pilots on this line, flying
only by day, were paid a flat salary of

ABLE FOR DISTRIBUTION $600 a month .
The lowest monthly salary was

The first report of the Liaison Com shown to be $300 . The majority of
mittee on Aeronautic Radio Research , the operators included in the survey ,
representing a widespread inquiry into paid 5 cents per mile for mileage
the present status of aeronautic radio tlown by day and 10 cents for night,
and aeronautic radio research , has although these amounts varied in sev
been published by the Aeronautics eral instances . The lowest mileage
Branch as a special report and now is rate for day flying was 312 cents
available for distribution . while the highest was 7 cents. The
The purpose of the liaison commit night mileage rate varied from 8 to 14
tee , which is under the chairmanship ( ents and the base pay ranged from
of the director of aeronautic develop $ 150 to $333 a month .
ment of the Aeronautics Branch , in Airplane and engine mechanics em
general is to make surveys of research ployed by these operators received an
now in progress and of those problems average salary of 74 cents an hour or
calling for research ; to determine $157 a month . The lowest monthly
what steps , if any , need be taken to salary was $ 125 while the highest was
insure the most effective application $185 . Two operators paid $ 185 a

of research to the needs of aeronau nionth and several paid $ 180 . The
tics ; to recommend suitable research average hourly salary fluctuated from
programs and to report from time to 62 cents to $1.
time its findings and recommendations
for the information and guidance of AERONAUTIC RADIO RESEARCH
all concerned .
Copies of the report may be obtained The problem of prevention of col
free upon request to the Aeronautics lision between aircraft in flight under
Branch , Department of Commerce , conditions of poor visibility is rapidly
Washington , D . C . becoming of great importance to

aeronautics . When flying on the
SURVEY OF AIRPLANE PILOTS ' radiobeacon system danger of collision
AND MECHANICS ' SALARIES cccurs between aircraft flying on the
MADE BY AERONAUTICS same beacon course but in opposite
BRANCH directions ; between aircraft flying on

different beacon courses intersecting at
Air mail and passenger pilots re a given airport ; and between aircraft
ceived an average monthly salary of flying on the same beacon course in
$550 during the last six months of the same direction but having differ
1929 and the first six months of this ent air speeds. A system of traffic
year, according to a survey of the pay control will no doubt be evolved tend
schedules of a representative group of ing to reduce the possibilities of such
operators of both passenger and mail collisions . At this time, however , it
routes conducted by the Aeronautics appears that some radio system will ,
Branch . Airplane and engine me in addition , be required giving auto
chanics received an average monthly matic warning to an airplane of the
salary of $ 157 during the same period , presence and approximate position of
the survey showed . any other airplane within a radius of,
The pilots received an average say , 3 miles from it.
monthly base pay of $189 but this was The aeronautics research division of
increased to an average total monthly the Aeronautics Branch has from
salary of $550 by the addition of cer time to time within the past year
tain sums paid by operators for each made studies of possible systems and
mile flown , which varied with condi methods for securing this result . A
tions under which the flying was con complete solution of this problem re
ducted and depended upon day quires continuous transmission of sig
or night schedules. The additional nals from each airplane and auto
amounts averaged 5 cents a mile for matic direction finding in three dimen
day flying and 10 cents for night sions using these signals . Unfortu
flying . nately , a system of this type tends to
The highest monthly salary was require unduly elaborate equipment

$850 . This was paid by one line to on the aircraft . A modification of
its air -mail pilots flying at night . this system now under consideration ,
These pilots were paid $ 167 a month l and for which the development of suit
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able apparatus has been begun , offers year. Applications for seven repair
possibilities for solving the problem station certificates now are pending
with considerably simpler equipment before the Aeronautics Branch .
on the airplane. An approved repair station certifi

cate entitles a station to repair
MODIFIED SYSTEM licensed aircraft only of the type for

which it is adequately equipped .
The modified system also involves Heretofore , anyone repairing li .
continuous nondirectional transmis censed aircraft was obliged to sub
sion from each airplane . However , mit to the department detailed draw
the use of ultra -high frequencies is ings for such repair , and in those
contemplated to simplify the trans cases where repair to any component
mitting end and also to permit simple exceeded 50 per cent , a submission of
unidirectional reception of the signals stress analysis was required in addi
transmitted by other airplanes . The tion . This change in the regulations ,
transmitting and receiving sets will permitting approval of qualified repair
both operate on the same frequency , stations , has rectified this condition
the receiving -antenna system being and eliminates the necessity of sub
located in front of the transmitting mitting such technical data when the
antenna and adjusted to receive sig licensed aircraft is repaired by such
nals from in front and not from behind station in accordance with the re
it . No interference from the trans quired conditions .
mitted signals is thus had. The direc In the event a manufacturer author
tivity of reception may be concen izes a certain repair station (whose
trated within , say , 30° to 60°, so that equipment , personnel , and methods
no signal is received from another meet the approval of the department )
airplane unless the line of flight is to repair certain models of his air
directly toward that airplane. Upon | craft, even though the repair station is
receiving the warning signal , the pilot not a factory branch , the department
will maneuver his airplane to reduce now is in a position to relicense such
the intensity of received signal, which aircraft so repaired without any
automatically takes him out of the formality other than the usual line
path of danger , inspection for condition ,material , and
With this modified system , no warn workmanship .
ing is given an airplane of a second

LIMITATIONS OF WORKairplane approaching from behind it.
However , the second airplane is Obviously it is impossible for any
warned that it is approaching the repair station to be equipped to repair
first . Similarly , no warning is re all types of aircraft in existence . A
ceived by either airplane , when one station equipped for the repair of
overtakes the other but flies at a steel- fuselage airplanes , using conven
sufficiently different altitude . Warn tional wooden wings , would hardly being is then not necessary . in a position to make repair to al:
The development of apparatus metal aircraft . Also it is unlikely thatnecessary for this system is directed the average repair station would be
to utilizing as high a frequency as

in a position to repair monicoque fuse
possible , to secure the desired sim lages although it is likely that such a
plicity and reduction of weight . Ex station could stock shells of such fuse
periments are now in progress on lages and other parts so as to be in a
determining the highest frequency position to replace , adequately , such
obtainable with commercially available parts . The repair station , therefore ,
low -power vacuum tubes . will be authorized to repair , as an ap

proved repair station , only such air
TWELVE AIRCRAFT REPAIR craft as it is adequately equipped to
STATIONS APPROVED BY handle .
AERONAUTICS BRANCH Upon receipt of a properly executed

application , the department will au
Approved repair station certificates thorize an engineering inspector to
have been issued by the Aeronautics investigate thoroughly the repair sta
Branch of the Department of Com tion from all angles , including the
merce to 12 aircraft repair stations equipment , personnel , housing facili
since this activity was first provided ties, and general reliability . If the in
for under an amendment to the Air spector feels that the repair station is
Commerce Regulations earlier in the l in a position to repair aircraft for


